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Abstract: Brazzein is a small sweet-tasting protein isolated from the fruit of the African plant, Pentadiplandra brazzeana 

Baillon with potential of replacement of carbohydrate sweeteners. Carbon content analysis was used to examine the effect of 
mutation in brazzein’s two regions at residues 29–33 and 39–43 with residue 36 reported to be important in sweet tasting of the 
protein. Analysis for local carbon density at the mutational sites for brazzein mutants with increased sweetness taste at residues 
29 and 41 revealed normal carbon distribution curves with increased carbon frequency peak compared to the wild-type, 
consequently stabilized the local structure. Brazzein mutants with reduced sweetness taste at residue position 30, 33, 36 and 43 
were mostly characterized by abnormal broadened distribution curve for carbon content with decreased frequency peak which 
destabilized the local structure and possibly leading to loss of protein functionality. Further analysis of carbon distribution 
profile along protein sequences of brazzein revealed a variation in carbon distribution between mutants with increased 
sweetness taste and those with decreased sweetness taste. Mutants with increased sweetness taste had carbon distribution 
profile balancing well conforming to the globular proteins which prefers to have 31.45% of carbon all along the sequence for 
stability. This study has provided further information and additional insights into protein atomic composition in brazzein and 
its role in understanding the effect of mutation. 
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1. Introduction 

Brazzein is the smallest sweet-tasting protein consisting of 
54 amino-acid residues and four disulfide bonds with a 
molecular mass of approximately 6.5 kDa, with good 
stability at high temperatures and over a wide pH range. 
Brazzein was isolated from the fruit of wild African plant 
Pentadiplandra brazzeana Baillon [1, 2]. Brazzein has 
inherent sweetness 500 to 2000 times that of sucrose on a 
molar basis with reported different uses such as taste-
modifying protein and as an alternative to low calorie 
sweeteners [3]. 

There is a high demand for low calorie, protein-based 
sweeteners with promising taste properties. Naturally 
occurring sweet and taste modifying proteins are being seen 
as potential replacements for the carbohydrate sweeteners. 
Sweetness from carbohydrates such as sugars have several 
problems associated with their use ranging from tooth decay 
to diabetes mellitus. As a sweet-tasting protein, brazzein has 
the potential for replacement sugars, by acting as natural and 

high-quality sweeteners. Brazzein can be blended with other 
sweeteners such as aspartame and stevia and complements 
their taste [4, 5]. Brazzein has been used in fruits, vegetables 
and grains for sweetened flour to amplify their sweetness [5, 
6]. Other valuable uses of brazzein include antimicrobial 
activity against bacteria and the fungus [7]. 

The function of a protein mainly depends on its amino 
acids sequence and stability. Mutation of amino acid 
sequence can occur with or without effects on protein 
stability and function. Previous studies on mutations in 
brazzein have reported some effects on its sweet- tasting 
properties whereby some mutations have resulted in largest 
increase in sweetness, while other mutations have basically 
caused brazzein to be tasteless [1, 8-11]. The studies have 
examined the role of the surface charge of the molecule as 
being an important for brazzein’s sweetness taste. The role of 
carbon content and its distribution along in protein sequences 
has rarely been investigated in relation to mutation in 
proteins although carbon is the main architectural component 
of proteins. Amino acids can vary significantly in their 
contents of specific individual atoms such as carbon which 
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has a potential of revealing hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
regions in the protein [12-14]. The purpose of the current 
study was to investigate how the carbon content distribution 
is useful in examining brazzein protein stability and its 
function upon mutations. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The protein structure and sequence of brazzein was 
downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) available at 
[www.rcsb.org] with the PDB identifier 4HE7. Brazzein 
mutants used in this study are based on mutagenesis studies in 
brazzein’s two important regions previously reported as 
determinants of sweetness taste of the protein at residues 29–
33 and 39–43, plus residue 36 [1, 8, 9]. The residues 
specifically examined were in position number 29, 30, 31, 33, 
36, 41 and 43. In order to elucidate the variation between 
mutants with increased brazzein sweetness and the mutants 
with decreased brazzein sweetness, analysis for local carbon 
density at the mutational sites was done along brazzein protein 
sequences for the mutants using a protein sequence CARD 
program for carbon [12, 13].The carbon content distribution 
profile outputs of Carbana and sequence CARD were then 
plotted for better visualization of results. For the analysis of 
the carbon distribution profile for brazzein sequences both the 
wild-type and mutants, the Carbana software available online 
(www.rajasekaran.net.in/tools/carbana.html) was used. The 
protein sequence in FASTA format is converted into atomic 
sequence through Carbana program then statistically analyzed 
for carbon content. The carbon distribution profile obtained 
was used to locate the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions 
along the protein sequence for the wild-type and mutants. 
Amino acid composition for brazzein was also computed 
online through http://web.expasy.org/cgi-
bin/protparam/protparam and source for brazzein structure 
from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/. 

3. Results 

3.1. Local Carbon Density at the Mutational Sites of 

Brazzein Mutants with Increased Sweetness 

Figure 1 and 2 shows the local carbon density of brazzein 
mutants at the mutational sites with increased sweetness 
taste. The normal local carbon distribution curve for normal 
and stable protein should be centered at 0.314. Higher value 
to 0.314 is an indication that the stretch is in hydrophobic 
while lower of this value is an indication that the stretch is in 
hydrophilic region. For residue 29 the carbon distribution at 
mutational sites D29A, D29N and D29K are given in figure 
1. For mutation site D29A the mutant has stretch carbon 
content in hydrophilic region at 0.257 with considerably 
increased frequency peak compared to the wild-type which 
has a stretch of carbon content in hydrophilic region at 0.286. 
The mutant D29A has higher carbon frequency peak than the 
wide type in the same hydrophilic region which is stabilizing 
the local structure. 

In the same residue 29, the mutant D29N has the same 
carbon content distribution curve as that of wild-type at 0.286 
but mutant has also higher carbon frequency peak than the 
wild-type which stabilizes the local structure. This kind of 
mutation only resulted in charge silencing as it causes change 
in charge only, not hydrophobic characters and leading 
towards an equal in number of carbon for the residues which 
doesn’t affect the stability of protein because of the same 
carbon content in the side chains. 

For the mutant D29K, the carbon content distribution 
curve is at 0.343 in hydrophobic region with significantly 
increased height of frequency peak compared to the wild-
type which has a carbon distribution curve at 0.286 in 
hydrophilic region. The stretch of mutant in hydrophobic 
region with increased height of carbon frequency peak helps 
to stabilize the local structure. It should be noted that the 
stretch at this mutation is from small residue Asp to larger 
residue Lys therefore adds carbon and stabilizes the local 
structure. 

 

Figure 1. Carbon density for brazzein at residue 29 for mutational sites D29A, D29N and D29K. 

Carbon distribution at mutational sites H31A, E41K and 
E41Q is given in Figure 2. For mutation site H31A the 
carbon content distribution curve of the mutant was towards 
hydrophobic region 0.329 marked also with increased height 
of carbon frequency peak compared to the wild-type which 
had value at 0.314 but with decreased frequency peak. At the 
mutation site E41K, the mutation adds carbon resulting with 
stretch of carbon distribution curve at 0.286 which is the 

same as that of wild-type in hydrophilic region. Although the 
mutant and the wild-type have the same value for carbon 
distribution curve but the mutant has slightly high frequency 
peak compared to the wild-type which is very important in 
stabilizing the local structure. 

At the mutation site E41Q the mutant does not alter the 
distribution curve, the mutant and the wild-type have the 
same shape and size for carbon content distribution curve at 
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0.314 which is a value for a stable protein. This mutation has 
also resulted in charge silencing as it causes change in charge 
only, not hydrophobic characters. With its value at 0.314, the 

mutant doesn’t affect the stability of protein after the 
mutation and maintains the same carbon content in the side 
chains. 

 

Figure 2. Carbon density for brazzein at residues 31 and 41 for mutational sites H31A, E41K and E41Q. 

3.2. Local Carbon Density at Mutational Sites of Brazzein 

Mutants with Reduced Sweetness 

Figure 3, 4 and 5 show different mutational sites at 
residues 30, 33, 36 and 43 of brazzein mutants with reduced 
sweetness taste. Substantial change in carbon content 
distribution is observed for mutants in this category 
compared to the brazzein mutants with increased sweetness 
taste. Mutational sites at residue 30 and 33 are shown in 
Figure 3. At residue 30 for mutant K30D the distribution 
curve of carbon content of mutant is at 0.329 in hydrophobic 
region with significantly decreased height of carbon 
frequency peak that destabilizes the local structure. The wild-
type has value at 0.314 of stable protein, therefore the 
mutant’s shifting from this value also destabilize the local 
structure of the protein. At residue 33 for mutation site 
R33A, the mutant and wild-type have the same value for the 
carbon content distribution curve at 0.286 in the hydrophilic 
region. This mutation is marked with decreased number of 
carbon fraction of the side chain resulting in significantly 
decreased height of carbon frequency peak which 
destabilizes protein local structure.  

At residue 36 there are three mutants namely E36A, 
E36Q and E36K indicated in Figure 4. The mutant E36A 

has a widened carbon content distribution curve with 
significantly decreased frequency peak in hydrophobic 
region at 0.371. The mutant is shifting from hydrophilic 
region at 0.286 of wild-type which has high carbon 
frequency peak. Although the mutant distribution curve 
moves to hydrophobic region, the widening of the 
distribution curve and shortening height of frequency peak 
destabilize the protein local structure. 

At mutation site E36Q both mutant and wild-type have 
an equal in number of carbon for the residues and the 
carbon content distribution curve of the mutant and the 
wild-type is the same in hydrophilic region at 0.286. 
However, the mutant has a significantly decreased carbon 
frequency peak compared to the wild-type which 
destabilizes the local structure of the protein. At residue 
position 36 for the mutant E36K, the wild-type has a high 
distribution curve in hydrophilic region at 0.286 and the 
mutant had value at 0.314. Despite the fact that the mutant 
attained distribution values considered to be stable at 0.314, 
it has a lower decreased carbon frequency peak and 
broadened distribution curve than the wild-type thus 
destabilizes the local structure. 

 

Figure 3. Carbon density for brazzein at residues 30 and 33 for mutational sites K30D and R33A. 
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Figure 4. Carbon density for brazzein at residue 36 for mutational sites E36A, E36Q and E36K. 

 

Figure 5. Carbon density for brazzein at residue 43 for mutational sites R43A and R43E. 

For mutants at residue 43 namely R43A and R43E are 
shown in Figure 5. At mutation site R43A, the mutant is 
shifting a carbon distribution curve towards hydrophilic 
region at 0.286 from 0.314 of stable normal distribution 
curve of the wild-type. The mutant has a decreased carbon 
frequency peak compared to the wild-type and such shifting 
of away from the normal distribution curve of a stable protein 
destabilizes the protein local structure. At mutation site R43E 
the mutant has a carbon content distribution curve in 
hydrophobic region at 0.343 with decreased height of 
frequency peak compared to the wild-type which has a value 
for stable structure at 0.314. The shifting of mutant from 
stable values at 0.314 of the wild-type towards hydrophobic 
region with significantly decreased frequency peak 
destabilizes the local structure. 

3.3. Carbon Distribution Profile Variation for Protein 

Sequences of Brazzein Mutants 

Variation in carbon distribution profile for protein 
sequences of brazzein mutants with increased brazzein 
sweetness and mutants with reduced brazzein sweetness was 
given in Figure 6. Normally the carbon distribution profile 
for globular proteins prefers to have 31.45% of carbon all 
along the sequence for its stability. The middle horizontal 
line of each separate graph represents the optimum carbon 
content (31.45%) for the stable protein. The values above 
31.45% are considered to be higher carbon content or 
hydrophobic regions. As shown in Figure 6, the wild-type 
has the percentage of carbon is well maintained at 31.45% all 
along the brazzein sequence indicating that the 

hydrophobicity balance quite well for the entire sequence of 
the wild-type as a stable protein. 

The carbon distribution profiles for the sequences of 
brazzein mutants with increased sweetness taste (D29A and 
E41K) are given in Figure 6 (a). The protein sequences for 
these mutants have normal distribution of carbon at 31.45% 
which balance well all along their sequences just like that of 
the wild- type despite the mutations. The balancing well for 
the overall hydrophobicity of all the proteins wild-type and 
mutants in their entire sequence is an indication that despite 
the mutation in at these key regions, the protein is still 
stable and maintaining its functions. The carbon distribution 
profile for the sequences brazzein mutants with reduced 
brazzein sweetness (K30D, R43E) are given in Figures 6 
(b). The carbon distribution profiles along the sequences of 
brazzein mutants with reduced sweetness taste do not 
balance well as compared to mutants with increased 
sweetness taste. Most of the portions (>60%) are below 
31.45%, the value considered being low carbon content or 
hydrophilic regions thus indicating that they are unstable 
proteins. 

3.4. Amino Acid Composition and Structure of Brazzein 

Figure 7 shows the amino acid percentage composition in 
brazzein, predominantly occupied by Cysteine (Cys), Lysine 
(Lys) and Tyrosine (Tyr) in a total of 54 amino acid residues. 
The following residues are absent in brazzein as part of its 
composition Methionine (Met), Threonine (Thr) and 
Tryptophan (Trp). The crystal structure of brazzein 4HE7 
with 54 amino-acid residues as reported by [2] is given in 
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Figure 8. The structure shows that the protein has one alpha-
helix and three strands of anti-parallel beta sheet linked by 

backbone hydrogen bonds and four equally spaced disulfide 
bonds that sustain the structure in a stable conformation. 

 

Figure 6. Carbon distribution profile variation between (a) sequences of brazzein mutants with increased sweetness taste and (b) sequences of brazzein 

mutants with reduced sweetness taste. 

 

Figure 7. Amino acid composition of brazzein. 
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Figure 8. Structure of brazzein 4HE7. 

4. Discussion 

The present work studied the hydrophobicity through 
carbon content on a number of brazzein mutants previously 
reported with focus on the two critical regions of the 
molecule suggested to be responsible for its sweetness [1, 8, 
9, 15]. As revealed in the results, the two regions with 
residues 29–33 and 39–43 including residue 36 between 
these segments, exists a remarkable variation between 
brazzein mutants with the increased sweetness taste mainly at 
residues 29, 31 and 41 and mutants with reduced sweetness 
taste at residues 30, 33, 36 and 43. Mutation sites for 
brazzein mutants with increase in sweetness mainly at 
residues 29, 31 and 41 had the normal distribution curve of 
the carbon content with highly increased carbon frequency 
peak compared to the wild-type, consequently stabilized the 
protein and maintained it functionality. The other mutant 
such as E41Q maintained carbon content value at 0.314, the 
known value for a stable protein and being in agreement with 
established findings that a stable and ordered proteins have a 
normal distribution of its carbon content symmetrical to 
about 0.314 [14, 16]. 

On the other hand the local carbon distribution curve of 
brazzein mutants with decreased sweetness revealed quite 
different distribution curve compared to those for increased 
sweetness. These mutants at residue position 30, 33 and 36 
were characterized by broadened distribution curve for 
carbon content with decreased carbon frequency peak thus 
destabilized protein function in terms of its sweetness. 
Broadened carbon distribution curve with decreased 
frequency peak destabilizes the structure and possibly 
leading to loss of protein functionality [12, 14]. Based on 
carbon distribution analysis on several numbers of proteins, it 
has previously been reported that at mutation site, a single 
mutation can alter the protein function [17, 18]. Brazzein 
mutants at residue 43 (R43A and R43E) not only had a 
decreased carbon frequency peak but had also carbon content 
distribution curve shifting away from the normal value 0.314 
which destabilized the local structure. Mutation can affect 
protein stability, protein function and protein–protein 
interactions as well as protein expression and sub cellular 
localization [19, 20]. Analysis through carbon content at 
mutation sites and its valuable in examining the stability and 
functions of mutant proteins has also previously been 
reported in some mutated proteins [18, 21, 22].  

Carbon is the main element that contributes to the 
hydrophobic interactions in proteins [23]. Protein sequence 
prefers to have 31.45% of total carbon content for its 
structure stability and activity [16, 24]. In this study carbon 
content analysis along of protein sequences for brazzein 
mutants with increased sweetness had normal carbon content 
profile distribution around 31.45%. This normal distribution 
is an indication that these brazzein mutants had a stable 
structures maintaining functionality of the protein regardless 
of the mutation. Nevertheless, the carbon distribution profile 
for brazzein mutants with reduced brazzein sweetness 
showed low carbon distribution for their sequences 
consequently might have affected the protein functions. 
Carbon content and distribution profile along in a protein 
sequence is important for understanding molecular biology of 
individual sequence and contribute majorly towards protein 
folding and function [23, 24]. Moreover a carbon content 
profile distribution method can also be used for prediction of 
active sites or binding sites from sequence since the a carbon 
rich portions of sequence (more than 31.45% of carbon) is 
considered as active sites [24, 25]. 

Several studies aimed at identifying sweet taste 
determinants in brazzein have previously been reported. 
Some of these studies using different approaches have 
reported that charge was important for producing sweetness 
in brazzein and indicated that mutating positive charges to 
neutral or negative charge significantly decreases the 
sweetness in brazzein [1]. Other studies have also reported 
that mutations decreasing the overall negative charge and/or 
increasing the positive charge favors sweet-tasting protein 
strength [11, 26]. Apart from the influence of charge for 
sweetness taste in brazzein, in this study the carbon content 
distribution at mutation site has elucidated the role of atomic 
structure in examining mutation in brazzein. With an 
increasing demand for natural sweetener several studies have 
explored brazzein structure for the design and synthesis 
sweet-tasting protein [27, 28, 29]. The finding from this 
study has provided new insights into the structure-function 
relationship of brazzein which can be useful for design and 
synthesis of sweet tasting protein. 

5. Conclusion 

This study has further contributed insight in examining the 
effect of mutation in brazzein by delineating the role carbon 
content in relation to protein stability and function after 
mutation. Variations in carbon content distribution at 
mutational sites and on protein sequences was revealed 
between brazzein’s mutants with increased in sweetness taste 
and those with decreased sweetness taste. The carbon content 
variation account for stability of protein upon mutation. 
While mutants with increased sweetness taste are marked 
with increased carbon content frequency peak, the mutants 
with decreased sweetness have decreased carbon frequency 
peak that destabilized the local structure and probably 
leading to loss of protein’s function. The hydrophobicity and 
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hydrophilicity for the entire sequences of mutants with 
increased sweetness taste also balance fairly well at the 
optimum position of stable proteins. The unveiled 
information provided herein can be useful in designing more 
effective brazzein analogs as feasible future sweeteners. 
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